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International students of Business or Economics often need to write essays and reports for exams and coursework, and this new, second
edition of Academic Writing for International Students of Business has been completely revised and updated to help them succeed with these
tasks. This book explains the academic writing process from start to finish, and practises all the key writing skills in the context of Business
Studies. The book can be used either with a teacher or for self-study, and is clearly organised into four parts, with each divided into short
units that contain examples, explanations and exercises for use in the classroom or for self-study: The Writing Process, from assessing
sources to proofreading Elements of Writing, practising skills such as making comparisons Vocabulary for Writing, dealing with areas such as
nouns and adjectives, adverbs and verbs, synonyms, prefixes and prepositions, in an academic context Writing Models, illustrating case
studies, reports, longer essays and other key genres This is an up-to-date book that reflects the interests and issues of contemporary
Business Studies, with revised exercises, updated reading texts and a new glossary to ensure accessibility and maximise usability. Students
wanting to expand their academic potential will find this practical and easy-to-use book an invaluable guide to writing in English for their
degree courses, and it will also help students planning a career with international companies or organisations, where proficiency in written
English is a key skill. All aspects of writing clearly explained, with full glossary for reference Full range of practice exercises, with answer key
included Use of authentic academic texts Fully updated, with sections on finding electronic sources and evaluating internet material
Offering exceptional resources for students and instructors, Principles of Finance with Excel, Third Edition, combines classroom-tested
pedagogy with the powerful functions of Excel software. Authors Simon Benninga and Tal Mofkadi show students how spreadsheets provide
new and deeper insightsinto financial decision making.The third edition of Principles of Finance with Excel covers the same topics as
standard financial textbooks - including portfolios, capital asset pricing models, stock and bond valuation, capital structure and dividend
policy, and option pricing - and can therefore be used in any introductorycourse. In addition, it introduces Excel software as it applies to
finance students and practitioners. Throughout the book, the implementation of finance concepts with Excel software is demonstrated and
explained. A separate section of PFE provides thorough coverage of all Excel software topics usedin the book: graphs, function data tables,
dates, Goal Seek, and Solver.Visit www.oup.com/us/benninga for student and instructor resources, including all the spreadsheets used as
examples in the text and in the end-of-chapter problems.
In Principles of Managerial Finance, Fourteenth Edition, Gitman and Zutter guide you through the complexities of finance with their proven
learning system. Teaching and learning aids are woven into concepts and practice, creating a roadmap to follow through the text. Several
features–includingWhy This Chapter Matters and Personal Finance Examples–show the value of applying financial principles and techniques
to everyday life. MyFinanceLab for Principles of Managerial Finance, Fourteenth Editioncreates learning experiences that are truly
personalized and continuously adaptive.MyFinanceLab reacts to how students are actually performing, offering data-driven guidance that
helps them better absorb course material and understand difficult concepts–resulting in better performance in the course. A dynamic set of
tools for gauging individual and class progress means educators can spend less time grading and more time teaching. This program will
provide a better teaching and learning experience. Here's how: Improve Results with MyFinanceLab: MyFinanceLab delivers proven results
in helping students succeed and provides engaging experiences that personalize learning. Guide Students with a Proven Learning Goal
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System: Integrating pedagogy with concepts and practical applications, this system presents the material students need to make effective
financial decisions in a competitive business environment. Provide Real, Hands-on Examples and Connections: Personal finance
connections, international considerations, and Excel® spreadsheet practice help students identify and apply concepts in their daily lives.
Note: You are purchasing a standalone product; MyFinanceLab does not come packaged with this content. If you would like to purchaseboth
the physical text and MyFinanceLab search for ISBN-10: 0133740927/ISBN-13: 9780133740929. That package includes ISBN-10:
0133507696/ISBN-13: 9780133507690 and ISBN-10: 0133543757/ISBN-13: 9780133543759. MyFinanceLab is not a self-paced technology
and should only be purchased when required by an instructor.
Focusing on the perspectives of firms and investors, this text recognizes that finance is more than financial management and offers coverage
of financial markets, institutions and investments as well.
Now hiring, look before you leap, sport agent, modeling the future with actuarial science, municipal manager. Marketing and sales : your
product = your customers capital budgeting decision. Information technology, operation management, corporate law.
Introduce your students to the impact and importance of managerial finance in business today with the latest edition of Besley/Brigham's
leading Essentials of Managerial Finance. This edition's 18-chapter length makes it an ideal choice for covering all the topics you need in
your introductory finance course, including accounting statements, security markets, interest rates, taxes, risk analysis, time value of money,
and the basics of security valuation. As practical as it is thorough, ESSENTIALS OF MANAGERIAL FINANCE, 14e is organized for success
with a reordered table of contents that pulls concepts students need to know to the forefront. Clear, concise, and proven pedagogy from this
prestigious author team offers an exceptional blend of theoretical and applied material with actual industry examples that show how financial
principles work within businesses throughout the world. You can introduce significant topics of growing importance in business today, such as
multinational finance and resolving ethical dilemma, while challenging your students' critical thinking skills. An emphasis on Excel and use of
financial calculators helps prepare your students to use these important tools, while strong end-of-chapter practice, self-tests, fresh chapter
summaries, and intriguing chapter opening vignettes connect managerial finance principles to today's business world and ensure
understanding. Thomson ONE: Business School Edition, coordinated with the text, gives students access to the same research tools financial
professionals use every day. This edition's comprehensive support package is further strengthened with the innovative new CengageNOW
online course management and learning system that saves you time in preparation and teaching, while offering personalized study and
multimedia support to ensure student understanding. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product
text may not be available in the ebook version.

Teaching Students to Think Finance With a consistency in presentation and an innovative set of learning aids, Corporate Finance,
Third Canadian Edition, simultaneously meets the needs of both future financial managers and non-financial managers. This
textbook truly shows every student how to "think finance." Note: If you are purchasing an electronic version, MyFinanceLab does
not come automatically packaged with it. To purchase MyFinanceLab, please visit www.MyFinanceLab.com or you can purchase a
package of the physical text and MyFinanceLab by searching for ISBN 10: 0133552683 / ISBN 13: 9780133552683.
Brealey, Principles of Corporate Finance 13e describes the theory and practice of corporate finance. We hardly need to explain
why financial managers must master the practical aspects of their job, but we should spell out why down-to-earth managers need
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to bother with theory. Throughout this edition, the authors demonstrate how managers use financial theory to solve practical
problems. They also explore what financial managers should do to increase company value. Some of the biggest changes in this
edition were prompted by the tax changes enacted in the U.S. Tax Cuts and Jobs Act passed in December 2017.
This title includes topics such as multinational finance and small business issues. The new edition has also incorporated ethical
dilemma discussions throughout the text.
Known for its real-world examples and effective problem sets, this undergraduate corporate finance course is now in its 9th edition
and includes a student resource CD-ROM, with Excel tutorials and additional practice problems. The tenth edition features
InfoTrac college edition access.
The applications of Artificial Intelligence lie all around us; in our homes, schools and offices, in our cinemas, in art galleries and not least - on the Internet. The results of Artificial Intelligence have been invaluable to biologists, psychologists, and linguists in
helping to understand the processes of memory, learning, and language from a fresh angle. As a concept, Artificial Intelligence
has fuelled and sharpened the philosophical debates concerning the nature of the mind, intelligence, and the uniqueness of
human beings. Margaret A. Boden reviews the philosophical and technological challenges raised by Artificial Intelligence,
considering whether programs could ever be really intelligent, creative or even conscious, and shows how the pursuit of Artificial
Intelligence has helped us to appreciate how human and animal minds are possible.
With its exciting introduction of the Harley-Davidson focus company theme, this book continues to provide a solid, enduring
foundation of the tools of modern theory while at the same time developing the logic behind their use. The “10 Principles of
Finance” (formerly “Axioms” ) provide the framework, or “the big picture” of finance, which ties the major concepts of the book
together.A six-part organization covers the scope and environment of financial management, valuation of financial assets,
investment in long-term assets, capital structure and dividend policy, working-capital management, and special topics in finance,
and special topics in finance.For an enduring understanding of the basic tools and fundamental principles upon which finance is
based.

The core concepts and tools students need to make informed investment decisions. Fundamentals of Investing helps
students make informed investment decisions in their personal and professional lives by providing a solid foundation of
core concepts and tools. Gitman/Joehnk/Smart use practical, hands-on applications to introduce the topics and
techniques used by both personal investors and money managers. The authors integrate a consistent framework based
on learning goals to keep students focused on what is most important in each chapter. Students leave the course with the
necessary information for developing, implementing, and monitoring a successful investment program.
Globalization, accelerated by information technologies, has increased the speed of business transactions and has
reduced the distances between international businesses. This growth has transformed the realm of foreign investment in
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countries around the world, calling for a methodological approach to planning feasible capital investment proposals in
general and foreign direct investment projects. Planning and Analyzing Foreign Direct Investment Projects: Emerging
Research and Opportunities is a pivotal reference source that provides a systems approach to investment projects in a
globalized and open society. While highlighting topics such as consumer analysis, competitive strategy, and market
analysis, this publication explores the profitability and feasibility of international investments, as well as the risks and
resources associated with strategic project planning. This book is ideally designed for business managers,
entrepreneurs, researchers, academicians, graduate students, policymakers, investors, and project managers seeking
current research on planning, analyzing, and evaluating investment projects.
Renowned for its authoritative, comprehensive coverage of contemporary international finance, Multinational Business
Finance trains the leaders of tomorrow’s multinational enterprises to recognize and capitalize on the unique
characteristics of global markets. Because the job of a manager is to make financial decisions that increase a firm’s
value, the authors have embedded real-world mini-cases throughout to apply chapter concepts to the types of situations
managers of multinational firms face. The 15th Edition attempts to capture the rapid evolution of our global marketplace,
taking a closer look at the types of organizations that permeate the widespread arena, competition, and opportunities in
emerging markets, and how financial leadership can integrate the strategic and financial challenges that global
businesses face today.
ILLUSTRATED MICROSOFT OFFICE 365 & EXCEL 2016: COMPREHENSIVE engages both computer rookies and
today’s pros as this edition guides readers in thoroughly mastering advanced Microsoft Excel 2016 skills. Praised for its
concise, focused approach and user-friendly format, this book, like all others in the Illustrated Series, incorporates a
hallmark two-page layout that allows readers to see an entire task in one view. Each presentation is easy to follow with
Learning Outcomes that outline the skills covered in each lesson and larger full-color screens that reflect exactly what
readers should see on their own computers. Each module begins with a brief overview of the lesson’s principles and
introduces a case study for further application to ensure readers gain a complete understanding of Microsoft Excel 2016.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the
ebook version.
As markets become more dynamic and competitive, companies must reconsider how they view inventory and make
changes to their production and inventory systems. They must begin to think outside the classical box and develop a new
paradigm of inventory management. Exploring the trend away from classical models based on economic order quantities
to dependent demand systems, Inventory Management: Non-Classical Views comes as a just-in-time resource. Explore
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the new role of inventories in business enterprises This book discusses a new paradigm for inventory management that
is responsive to dynamic changes in the economy. It explores: Inventory systems that provide flexibility Inventory
performance measures other than using cost as a means to control inventory Inventory as a contributor to customer
value creation, rather than a liability The book also examines why energy and the environment are to be considered in
inventory decisions, the non-classical application of inventory management in fields such as healthcare and disaster
relief, and non-classical approaches to measuring the performance of inventory such as information theory, fuzzy sets,
and thermodynamics. While many factors may change, one certainty is that the global economy is becoming increasingly
dynamic. Planting the seeds for new research in inventory control and management, this book outlines the evolving role
of inventories in business enterprises. It explores how to create inventory management as a tool for continued success
regardless of market fluctuations and economic variances.
Knowing what to do with your money is more important than ever. Billingsley/Gitman/Joehnk’s market-leading
PERSONAL FINANCIAL PLANNING, 14E, provides the tools, techniques, and understanding you need to define and
achieve your financial goals. You will find the numerous practical examples, illustrations, and reliance on common sense
that is engaging and refreshingly concrete. Features such as You Can Do It Now, the Financial Impact of Personal
Choices, Financial Fact or Fantasy, Financial Planning Tips, Financial Road Signs, and Behavior Matters keep the
material relevant and vital to facing a life time of important personal financial decisions. The 14th edition is packed with
information relevant to you--for example, changing spending habits for the better, knowing the right questions to ask a
financial adviser, using tips on budgeting and planning for retirement, knowing what to look for when choosing a bank,
knowing whether to buy or lease a car, knowing what’s important when buying your first home, and choosing the right
credit card. All-new features teach you to use today’s critical financial tools and technology, including financial planning
software. CFP practice questions provide valuable practice. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
The text and images in this book are in grayscale. A hardback color version is available. Search for ISBN
9781680922929. Principles of Accounting is designed to meet the scope and sequence requirements of a two-semester
accounting course that covers the fundamentals of financial and managerial accounting. This book is specifically
designed to appeal to both accounting and non-accounting majors, exposing students to the core concepts of accounting
in familiar ways to build a strong foundation that can be applied across business fields. Each chapter opens with a
relatable real-life scenario for today's college student. Thoughtfully designed examples are presented throughout each
chapter, allowing students to build on emerging accounting knowledge. Concepts are further reinforced through
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applicable connections to more detailed business processes. Students are immersed in the "why" as well as the "how"
aspects of accounting in order to reinforce concepts and promote comprehension over rote memorization.
While there is growing interest in IFRS within the US, interest outside the US has exploded. Weygandt's fourth edition of
Financial Accounting: IFRS highlights the integration of more US GAAP rules, a desired feature as more foreign
companies find the United States to be their largest market. The highly anticipated new edition retains each of the key
features (e.g. TOC, writing style, pedagogy, robust EOC) on which users of Weygandt Financial have come to rely, while
putting the focus on international companies/examples, discussing financial accounting principles and procedures within
the context of IFRS, and providing EOC exercises and problems that present students with foreign currency examples
instead of solely U.S. dollars.
CORPORATE FINANCE, 2nd Edition was crafted to match the way you teach your MBA-level course. It's a claim we're
confident to make because before creating the text, the authors analyzed more than 150 MBA-course syllabi and blended
this research with input from professors like you and more than 50 years of personal corporate finance and teaching
experience. The result is the most relevant text available for your students-one that presents the latest financial theories
within the practical context of today's business. This balance of modern theory and practice is found in features such as
Applying the Model examples that demonstrate concepts in action, cross-functional applications that make the book
applicable to all students, and innovative CengageNOW for Smart Finance technology that reinforces learning throughout
each chapter.
Discover success in finance as you examine today's most relevant financial concepts in PRINCIPLES OF FINANCE,
Fourth Edition, by leading authors Besley/Brigham. This reader-friendly, practical survey text combines coverage of
financial markets and institutions, investments, and managerial finance with an emphasis on the financial tools you need
for personal financial success. You will immediately see the relevance and value of the information you are learning. New
features in each chapter clearly demonstrate how topics relate to your personal financial needs and can influence both
immediate and long-term common financial decisions. Expanded coverage of spreadsheets within relevant chapters,
appendices, and an end-of-book tutorial ensure you know how to maximize this critical tool for financial decisions. Find
the diversity of coverage and practical financial strengths for success in today's course and your future beyond with
Besley/Brigham's PRINCIPLES OF FINANCE, Fourth Edition. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
For Introduction to Managerial Finance courses. Guide students through complex material with a proven learning goal
system. This system—a hallmark feature of Principles of Managerial Finance—weaves pedagogy into concepts and
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practice, giving students a roadmap to follow through the text and supplementary tools. MyFinanceLab for Principles of
Managerial Finance creates learning experiences that are truly personalized and continuously adaptive. MyFinanceLab
reacts to how students are actually performing, offering data-driven guidance that helps them better absorb course
material and understand difficult concepts—resulting in better performance in the course. A dynamic set of tools for
gauging individual and class progress means educators can spend less time grading and more time teaching. This
program will provide a better teaching and learning experience—for you and your students. Here’s how: Improve Results
with MyFinanceLab: MyFinanceLab delivers proven results in helping students succeed and provides engaging
experiences that personalize learning. Guide Students with a Proven Learning Goal System: Integrating pedagogy with
concepts and practical applications, this system presents the material students need to make effective financial decisions
in a competitive business environment. Provide Real, Hands-on Examples and Connections: Personal finance
connections, international considerations, and Excel® spreadsheet practice help students identify and apply concepts in
their daily lives. Please note that the product you are purchasing does not include MyFinanceLab. MyFinanceLab Join
over 11 million students benefiting from Pearson MyLabs. This title can be supported by MyFinanceLab, an online
homework and tutorial system designed to test and build your understanding. Would you like to use the power of
MyFinanceLab to accelerate your learning? You need both an access card and a course ID to access MyFinanceLab.
These are the steps you need to take: 1. Make sure that your lecturer is already using the system Ask your lecturer
before purchasing a MyLab product as you will need a course ID from them before you can gain access to the system. 2.
Check whether an access card has been included with the book at a reduced cost If it has, it will be on the inside back
cover of the book. 3. If you have a course ID but no access code, you can benefit from MyFinanceLab at a reduced price
by purchasing a pack containing a copy of the book and an access code for MyFinanceLab (ISBN:9781292078342) 4. If
your lecturer is using the MyLab and you would like to purchase the product... Go to www.myfinancelab.com to buy
access to this interactive study programme. For educator access, contact your Pearson representative. To find out who
your Pearson representative is, visit www.pearsoned.co.uk/replocator
Managerial Accounting responds to the market’s need for an integrated solution with balanced managerial content that
has a corporate approach throughout. Its innovation is reflected in its extensive use of small business examples, the
integration of new technology learning tools, superior end-of-chapter material, and a highly engaging, pedagogical
design. Managerial Accounting can be used in partnership with Financial Accounting Fundamentals (FAF) for the
introductory financial accounting course preceding the managerial course in a two-course sequence. FAF provides an
integrated solution that uses the same pedagogy and framework as Managerial Accounting.
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There are few industries that have had a more profound impact on business and society over the last century than
aviation. This book is an accessible, up-to-date introduction to the current state of the aviation industry which provides
readers with the tools necessary to understand the volatile and often complicated nature of airline finance. Understanding
finance is critical in any industry; however, the financial track record of the airline industry places even more importance
on effective financial management. Foundations of Airline Finance provides an introduction to the basics of finance –
including time value of money, the valuation of assets, and revenue management – and the particular intricacies of airline
finance where there can be wild fluctuations in both revenues and costs. The third edition of this text has been
extensively updated to reflect the many changes in the air transport industry that have taken place since the publication
of the second edition, and features an expanded chapter on aircraft leasing and many new international case examples.
This thorough introduction to aviation finance is valuable reading as a general, introductory financial text, or as reading in
specialized airline finance classes.
Times of crisis are unexpected and they bring diverse challenges and opportunities for companies, financial markets, and
the economy. On one hand, more risk and uncertainties appear, yet on the other hand, it is an opportunity to reorganize
and reinvent the company. It is important for businesses to understand ways to deal with uncertainty and risk in times of
economic downturn and what financial strategies and tools can be used to eliminate or reduce the potential negative
effects. These effects can reach the company’s financial performance, capital structure, as well as cause financial debt
and the availability of cash-flow to companies. However, different financial instruments can sustain the business and deal
with the difficulties of payment when sales reduce and uncertainty increases; thus, research is essential in this critical
area. When economic downturn affects the financial markets, the role of banks, country dynamics, the economy, and
many other facets of the business world, financial management becomes the key for business recovery. The Handbook
of Research on Financial Management During Economic Downturn and Recovery shares relevant knowledge on
challenges and opportunities caused by crises, such as the pandemic, and the effects on economic and financial arenas.
The chapters cover topics such as business models to understand how companies react to pandemic and crises
situations, as well as how they change their management and way of conducting business. Other important topics include
sustainable development, international financial markets, capital structure changes, uncertainty and risk, and governance
and leadership. This book is ideal for shareholders, directors and managers, economists, researchers, academics,
practitioners, stakeholders, researchers, academicians, and students interested in knowledge on topics about challenges
in the way that companies, financial markets, financial institutions, and governments respond to risk and uncertainty.
ALERT: Before you purchase, check with your instructor or review your course syllabus to ensure that you select the
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correct ISBN. Several versions of Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products exist for each title, including customized
versions for individual schools, and registrations are not transferable. In addition, you may need a CourseID, provided by
your instructor, to register for and use Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products. Packages Access codes for Pearson's
MyLab & Mastering products may not be included when purchasing or renting from companies other than Pearson; check
with the seller before completing your purchase. Used or rental books If you rent or purchase a used book with an access
code, the access code may have been redeemed previously and you may have to purchase a new access code. Access
codes Access codes that are purchased from sellers other than Pearson carry a higher risk of being either the wrong
ISBN or a previously redeemed code. Check with the seller prior to purchase. -- &>Principles of Managerial Finance,
Fourteenth Edition, Gitman and Zutter guide you through the complexities of finance with their proven learning system.
Teaching and learning aids are woven into concepts and practice, creating a roadmap to follow through the text. Several
features-including Why This Chapter Matters and Personal Finance Examples-show the value of applying financial
principles and techniques to everyday life. MyFinanceLab for Principles of Managerial Finance, Fourteenth Edition
creates learning experiences that are truly personalized and continuously adaptive. MyFinanceLab reacts to how
students are actually performing, offering data-driven guidance that helps them better absorb course material and
understand difficult concepts-resulting in better performance in the course. A dynamic set of tools for gauging individual
and class progress means educators can spend less time grading and more time teaching. This program will provide a
better teaching and learning experience. Here's how: Improve Results with MyFinanceLab: MyFinanceLab delivers
proven results in helping students succeed and provides engaging experiences that personalize learning. Guide Students
with a Proven Learning Goal System: Integrating pedagogy with concepts and practical applications, this system
presents the material students need to make effective financial decisions in a competitive business environment. Provide
Real, Hands-on Examples and Connections: Personal finance connections, international considerations, and Excel®
spreadsheet practice help students identify and apply concepts in their daily lives. This package contains: 0133507696 /
9780133507690 Principles of Managerial Finance, 14e 0133543757 / 9780133543759 NEW MyFinanceLab with Pearson
eText Access Card for Principles of Managerial Finance, 14e
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